
 

 
 
In the spring of 2012, Trio Gordon released their debut album "Trio Gordon & Andreas W 
Andersson", a piece that according to Orkesterjournalen placed the band among the most 
interesting names in young Swedish jazz. After almost exactly a year, their second album is 
here. The title refers to the space in between; the borderline. Here it is, Trio Gordon’s – 
Gränsland.  
 
It's a misty evening in early October, the cottage area is deserted. Only a few forgotten garden 
furnitures remain, to remember the summer guests. The leaves begin to slowly shift in yellow and 
orange. It´s perfectly still, except for some twittering from a single bird and the wind that blows 
through the trees. Suddenly there’s something familiar, a distant sound that finds it´s way trough the 
old woods. Is it music? And isn’t there a light in the window of the little cabin down by the water? 
 
This music occurred during one week in a small house on the countryside in the southern parts of 
Sweden. In a car packed with instruments and recording equipment lent together by friends, the band 
headed for the woods to experiment with their music in an isolated environment. On their second 
album, Trio Gordon has taken a major leap forward and dug deep to get to the core of the cinematic 
atmosphere of Joel's compositions. An intense and creative process resulted in a record that is way more 
than a collection of songs. It's a story about a journey through the sometimes unknown territory on the 
border between light and darkness. 
 
The mix is made by Filip Leyman who also produced and mixed Anna von Hausswolff´s album 
”Ceremony”. With pointed ears and nimble fingers, he has put a strong and distinctive mark on this 
record. 
 
Joel Fabiansson – guitars & glockenspiel 
Donovan von Martens – double bass & electric bass 
Måns Wikenmo – drums, percussion & synth 
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